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A GEOMETRIC MODELLER FOR TURBOMACHI NERY APPLICATIONS

B. Ozell and R. Camarero
CAD Center
Ecole Poly technique
Montreal, Canada

This paper describes a software package
tailored for the geometric modelling of turbines,
as well as for the automatic generation of a
body-fitted coordinate grid. The package consists of four programs used respectively for:
1.

The creation and the modification
the designer can "edit" the model
commands whose basic entities are
profiles , blades, the hub and the

of a model;
by means of
points,
shroud.

2.

The refinement of the model by the distribution of points over each profile defining the
blade, and then by the interpolation of new
intermediate profiles between the hub and the
shroud.

3.

The construction of surfaces delimiting the
bl ade-to-blade channel boundaries (the computational domain).

This work presents the first of the above
three steps. It consists in part of the development of a software package used for the geometri c
modelling and the automatic grid generation for
subsequent steps as a mesh for the numerical simulation of the flow phenomena.
The actual production of the modelled turb i nes will hence be possible using a minimum of
testing and , consequently, will reduce financial
risks as well as others, giv~n an indepth study
with the aid of the computer.

DEFINITION OF

4.

The calculation of a body-fitted coordinate
system, inside the channel, by the solution
of a system of differential equations.

A set of modelled turbines i s shown to illustrat e the results of each step .

I NTRODUCTI ON
The design of hi ghly efficient hydraulic
turbine s necessi t ates modern and effi cient tool s
to assist the designer i n his work. He must
indeed r econci l e contradictory r eq uirement s r egardin g performa nc e and cost, th e size and th e
machin e ' s re1iahility.
We dis t i ngui s h three s t eps i n th e design
approac ll:
1.

lne cr ea ti on o f a model for th e turbine .

2.

The solu tion, on this model, of the differe nti al equatio ns that desc r ihe th e behavior of
the f l uid flow (Navier-Stokes equatio ns).

3.

Th e ono 1ys i s o f these re s ult s in l ight of th e
previous desig ns.

~ODELLED

OBJECTS

A turbine is composed of three main el emen t s:
the blades, the hub and the shroud. Essentiall y,
the blades being all identical , the definition o f
one suffices.
The main objective of the modelling proc ess
is to creat e a geometrical repr esentation of these objects in such a manner a s to render them
accessible to users for purposes of analysis a nd
visualization or for modifica tion (geo me tr ic modelling) .
A second main objective, onc e th e s hape has
been creat ed, is to prepare the physical flow do main for purposes of flu id dynamics calculati ons
(computational mode llin g).
This, when usi ng numerical me thods for th e
solution of differential equations, requires the
usage of a mesh . In th e present sof t ware package,
thi s s t ep is carried out automaticall y and the
r es ult i ng mes h i s a curvilin ea r coord ina t e system
which f i t s the domain boundaries.
Th is domain i s a closed vo lume, r eferred to
as a "hl ade-to -bl ade cha nn e l", extendi ng from one
blade to th e next, from huh to s hroud a nd, by
extend i ng th e hlade l ength , from t he in l et plnne
of the turhi ne to th e out l et pl ane. These ex t en sio ns r es ult in two "ru l ed s urfac es " extended
from each side of the hlade t owards the i nl et and
out l et pl anes. For conve ni e nce, we s ha ll refer
to the se t of th e su rface s bounding th e chnnne1
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as the ·'shell".

CHARACTERISATION OF ELEMENTS AND DATA STRUCTURE
The blade can easily be represented by a
surface folded upon itself in a three dimensional space; the blade being bounded by the hub and
the shroud. This surface can be characterized
by two sets of lines: the first, traversing
from the hub to the shroud, and the second set
going around the blade. These two families of
curves form a grid where the intersection of one
line of a family with that of another results in
a node (Fig . 1). These points serve as a base
for defining the blade by means of interpolation.
Other representations of the blade such as solid
hexahedrons or bi-dimensional "patches" are also
possible, but would be less suitable for the modelling methods employed here.
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Characterisation of a blade

The characterisation of the blade permits
the use of a well known concept in this domain,
that of a profile. A profile is a cross-section
along a given surface that is located between
the hub and the shroud. These profiles consequently form one of the families of curves characterizing the blade and are defined by interpolation of the coordinates of known points, by
means of cubic splines parametrized with respect
to the arc length.
.
The hub and shroud are described by surface s of r evo lution (Fig 2); it is therefore
sufficient to define, for each, a curve in a
given plane and an axis of revolution.

Definition of the hub

Finally, we should mention that no profile
is explicitly defined at the surface of the hub
or at that of the shroud; it is by extTaFolation
that an extension "of the blade is computed up to
the intersection with the hub in one direction,
and with the shroud ill the other . This allows
the modification of the hub and shroud independently of the profiles at the extremities of the
blade . It is with the addition of .tre above
mentioned profiles to the previously defined
profiles that we find , by interpolation of their
points, the second set of curves running from
hub to shroud .
The database stores the necessary elements
for the geometric description of four categories
of "objects":
1.

The non-refined version of the turbine:
profiles, the hub and the shroud .

the

2.

The refined version of the turbine : the
profiles (the "natural" points), the hub and
the shroud .

3.

The shell (computational domain boundaries) .

4.

The body-fitted curvilinear grid.

These files form the sole links (input / output) whereby information is transferred between
the functional modules .
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THE COORDI NATE SYSTEMS
The design process can be carried out in one
of three different referentials: cartesian
(x,y,z), cylindrical (r,e,z) and toroidal
(R,e,~), as shown in Fig 3,4 and 5.
A certain
similarity in their use is established if we
agree, for all systems, that their coordinates
indicate respectively the distance from the hub
to the shroud, from one blade to the next and
from the inlet plane to the outlet plane. The
programs take advantage of this convention and
perform all of their operations, in a general
manner, on coordinates one, two and three, without ever really considering the actual referential. Rather it is the user who interprets the
results appropriately, according to the coordinate system that he chooses to use; a displacement in the direction of one of the coordinates
can hence be considered as a rotation or as a
translation (depending on whether the coordinate
is an angle or not). The application of certain
functions may at times seem disconcerting in
certain referentials, but do however appear natural enough once their mechanics are understood.
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Fig 5.

Toroidal coordinate system

SCREEN DISPLAY

Fig 3.

The display and modification of three-dimensional objects on a graphic , terminal having onl y
two dimensions undoubtedly causes problems . The
visualization of 3-D objects by means of various
projections is thus necessary and succeeds in
rende ring rather comp le te ly the true geome tric
characteristics of these objects. The inverse
communication that is from the designer to the
program is more difficult, because the dialogue
is restricted by the physical devices such as
the flat screen, cursor, pen, mouse, etc. These
do not allow for the passage of all the geometrical data that we would desire : only two dimensions can be input to the program at one time,
due to the absence of true depth at the screen.
Thus, to develop an acceptable method of communication, one must judiciously combine their use
with that of a particular projection.

Cartesian coordinate system
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We can easily project the blade profiles on
three different surfaces, each corresponding to
a constant va lue of each coordinat e (o rthogonal
projection) . This type of projection, because of
the speed and ease with which it can be implemented was retained. This stems from the fact
that one of the coordinates is simply dropped
while displaying the other two. The creation
and modification of profiles is easil y made because the screen's surface corresponds to two of
the profile's dimensions.

Cylindrical coordinate system
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the rearrangement of profiles by moving
their order around

THE PROGRAMS
THE DESIGN OF A MODEL

deletion.
This first program deals with the geometric
modelling and modification aspects of the turbine. A menu, displayed on the screen, lists the
available editor commands; Fig 6 gives such an
example.
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Typical menu for the geometric
modelling

These commands fall into four categories :
1.

Those whose basic entity is a point (they are
performed with the aid of the graphic cursor):
The creation and insertion between other
levels of a new profile . Points are entered on the screen on a constant coordinate surface,
The modification of either profiles or
curves representing the hub and the
shroud, by adding, deleting, displacing,
duplicating or permutating the points that
define them.

2.

Those who deal with reading or writing the
model's geometry in a given file (file and
data management) and whose basic entity is
the entire model.

4.

Those dealing with visualization of the
model:
the choice of a projection to display a
profile

~~

UI"S

3.

Those whose basic entity is a profile:

the choice of the displayed element
(pointer to a profile, the hub or the
shroud) as well as the interval of profiles to display along with the chosen
element, and the presence or not of the
hub and the shroud
the display of all profiles at one time
in a three-dimensional cartesian frame
of references for a better grasp of the
turbine's actual shape (with possibilities
of rotating the model with respect to the
three axes)
the modification of the display window by
translations, by specifying two new corner points, or by allowing the program to
automatically calculate one
the choice of the symbol's size (i.e.
the points identifier).
the choice of the number of line segments
joining two consecutive points for the
curve's approximation
the possibility of refreshing the display
when too much obsolete data appears on
the screen, or simply to visualize the
result of a modification to an ele~ent
Certain pertinent information is always
listed within the screen's frame :
the profile's number currently displayed
(upper right-hand corner)

scaling
translation
rotation

a coordinate dyad indicating th e coo rdinates used for the projection (lower
left-hand corner)

th e addition of profiles by duplicating
them

the referential used
the edited file' s name.
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the physical values corresponding to the
screen ' s frame boundaries.
ru led surfaces

THE REFINEMENT OF THE MODEL
This second program allows the refinement of
the geometrical definition of the turbine. This
process permits a description with a greater number of points, and/or mainly with a new distribution as a function of the local curvature.
Afterwards, we refine the blade by creating supplementary intermediate profiles by means of
interpolation between the hub and the shroud.
The same functions mentionned above are
available in addition to those relevant to the
refinement of the model which are in three
steps :
1.

2.

3.

Fig 7.

Firstly, an equal number of points are "naturally" distributed on each profile in proportion to its local curvature. The curvature
is calculated in two dimensions with respect
only to the two last coordinates in order to
avoid consideration of the first coordinate's
influence (oriented hub to shroud). Concentration is controlled by one parameter specified by the user .
Secondly, these new points are then used to
automatically create, by means of extrapolation, two profiles at the intersection of the
blade with the hub and shroud.
La stly, new intermediate profiles are generated by means interpolation between the hub
and the shr oud.

The original profiles, the refined profiles
or the intermediate refined profiles can be displayed in a three-dimensional cartesian system
usi ng the prev iou s f unctions.

Definition of the shell boundin g
the computational domain

edge of the hub and shroud profiles. The se
lines lie on the surface of the hub and the
shroud, going from the blade to the inlet
(outlet) plane . The angles and len gth s of
these lines are specified by the user.
Points are then di st r ibuted alonq the l i nes
according to a concentration parameter, al so
given by the user .
2.

By providina the number of blades of the tu r b~ne , ~he user indirectly pr ovides the bl ade to-blade channel distance i . e. the width of
the shell . The concent r ation and the number
of points in the blade-to-bl ade di r ecti on are
given by the user .

The program automati call y pe r f orms all th e
functions related to the di spl ay (win dow cal cu l at i ons, fo r example), and its execution i s seq uenti al.

THE GENERATION OF A BODY-FITTED CURVILINEAR
COORD I NATE GR ID

THE CON STRUCTION OF A SHELL
The shell is made up of the pre ss ure side
and the suction s ide of two co nsecutive blade s,
four r uled sur fa ce s , the inlet and outlet planes ,
th e hub and t he s hro ud, as shown in Fi g 7.
It i s co ns t ru c ted i n t wo st eps:
1.

ruled surhces

The lim i ts of th e ru l ed surfa ces are def i ned
by exte ndi ng edge s f rolll the l ead ing (trailing)

The appro ac h propo sed by cer t ain auth or s
[ 1,21 for creating a th re e-dimens i onal body fitted coordinate sys t em co nsis t s of so l vinq a
system of thre e co upled non-lin ear ell i pti c
equati ons . These equat io ns descr i be th e tran sf ormati on underCJo ne by a cartes i an regu l ar me s h
in a para ll el ep i ped pri sm whi ch woul d be stret ched and deformed unti lit is adapted t o th e chan nel . We hence def in e a re l a ti on tha t enab l es us
to int roduce the curv ilin ear coord in at e sys t em.
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This transformation of the domain of computation simplifies subsequent calculation by the
use of simple finite differences. It also allows
a proper application of bOundary conditions of
fluid mechanics while rendering possible the control of the concentration of the nodes.

RESULTS
The described software was written in
FORTRAN-77 and the TCS graphic language was used
for the display within the package. For more
elaborate displays (hidden lines and color), a
translation routine is available which writes the
data structure in the MOVIE.BYU format.
These programs were tested and applied for
the modelling of practical applications to illustrate the package's applicability and range of
use. They have been used with a variety of
models ranging from FRANCIS and KAPLAN to bulb
turbines. Fig 8(a) shows the hub and the shroud
of a FRANCIS turbine, in a toroidal system,
while Fig 8(b) shows a bulb turbine, in a cylindrical system.

Fiq 8(b).

Modellec bulb turbine

9(a)

Fig 8(a).

Modelled FRANCIS turbine

The next step is to construct a shell boundinq the computational domain. The one corresponding to the FRANCIS turbine is shown in ~i~ 9.
The inlet plane and a part of the hub are vlslble
in Fig 9(a), while Fig 9(b) depicts another ~iew
of the same channel after a 160 degree rotatlon
around the central axis. Fia 10 shows the shell
const r ucted for the KAPLAN turbine. Fig 10(b)
depicts the same object as Fig 10(a), after a
180 deqree rotation, and allows us to see the
inlet and outlet planes.

9(b)
Fig 9.

Three dimensionnal projections of
the shell for the FRANCIS turbine.

Figs 11 and 12 show the body-fitted coordinate system generated automatically within the
shells. The coordinate surfaces lying between
the hub and the shroud or the ones that are between the inlet and outlet planes are displayed.
Fig 11 gives the same view angle as in 9(a ) ,
while Fig 12 corresponds to the one in 10(a ).
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Fig ll(b) .

Inlet-to-out1et curvilinear coordinate surfaces (FRANCIS).

Fig 12(a) .

Hub-to-shroud curvilinear coordinate surfaces (KAPLAN).

Fig l2(b).

In1et-to-outlet curvilinear coordinate surfaces (KAPLAN).

10(a)

1O( b)

Fig 10.

Three dimensionna1 projections of
the shell for the KAPLAN turbine.

Fig ll(a).

Hub-to-shroud curvilinear coordinate surfaces (FRANCIS).
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T~~ color and transparency capabilities of
the software package MOVIE.BYU have been used to
produce the following pictures. Fig 13 and 14
show the modelled FRANCIS and bulb turbines with
a full set of blades, in order to render a more
realistic view of the actual turbines. Fig 15
shows the shell constructed for the KAPLAN '
turbine, along with an almost transparent hub.

Fi~

13.

Fig 14.

Fig 15.

View of the shell constructed
for the K~PLAN turbine

Fig 16.

i40delled ship hull

Modelled FRANCIS turbine with
8 blades

Modelled bulb turbine with
4 blades

After extensive use, it has been concluded
that these programs work well, are reliable and
user-friendly . Furthermore, they require relatively little resources, and give a very good level
of interactivity. Besides being very well suited
to turbomachines, one can envisage applications
to other fields such as pumps, and ship hulls
(Fig 16 shows such an example where a keel has
already been modelled by the present programs).
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